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Name:

Vision: 3

Test: Vocabulary

A. Match column on the left with one on the right. (2.5)
1. Listening to the advice
2. Helping others lowers
3. Babysitting grandchildren
4. Kindness boosts
5. Teenagers who help

Year: 97

A) blood pressure.
B) energy and strength in elderly people.
C) others are more successful in life.
D) of older people improves our lives.
life. E)
people.
increases brain function and memory.

B. Match the definitions with the words.(2.5)

1. calmly:
2. repeatedly:
3. distinguished:
4. generation:
5. hug:

C:Fill in the blanks with the words given. One word is extra.(3)
boost

lowered

physician

hearing

abroad

born

temperature

1. Ferdowsi was ------------------------in 940 in a village near Toos.
2. We have to speak louder, because my grandmother is hard of-------------------------------.

3. It might be interesting to know that your --------------------------was one of Dr. Gharib’s students!
4. The shop ---------------------------- the prices to some extent.
5. The nurse started to take the patient’s------------------------------.
6. More money is needed to ---------------------------- the industry.

D: Match the opposites of the words given. (1)
1. regretful
2. abroad
3. dedicated
4. distinguished

A) at home

B) indifferent

C) happy

D) infamous

C:Fill in the blanks with the words given. One word is extra.(3)
caught

save

really

devoted

injuries

burnt

died

Hassan Omidzadeh was a teacher from Shaft, Guilan. In the February of 1997, the school where he was
teaching ------------------fire.The ------------------teacher showed great boldness to ------------------30
students, where he himself was -------------------severely in the face and around his head.Omidzadeh
brought the students out one by one when the door was closed and he had to struggle a lot to take
himself out of the room.His ------------------were so severe that he was operated 17 times. After suffering
the injuries for years, he ----------------------on July 18, 2012.
boldness:bravery
struggle: fight
severe: serious
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